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Transdisciplinary approaches starting from specific Biology class content 

                                     Cristina Dascalu, teacher at Avram Iancu Gymnasium  

 

Call for a change 

Nowadays the word change is part of our lives, being something that we hear 

obsessively.Obviously, the educational system is no stranger to it.Of course, this area of interest 

shouldn’t remain indifferent to changes,evolution or involution so the neccesity of its adjustment 

according to the society’s inertia becomes a purpose of today’s educational policies. 

The researchers in educational science sustain,quite often,the idea that atitudes,values and 

competences which are indispensable for a person to pass the future challenges cannot be 

acquired through classical subjects in school.The newest aspect of the education, has a starting 

point in the need of combining theory with practice,highlighting the tendency of getting the 

educational process closer to daily life and to the needs of the community where they live. 

Solving the problems which the educational system confronts with,don’t have a limit in just 

changing the curriculum, but in the changes which appear during its implementation process.In 

the end, the teachers are the ones who make the difference between a quality education and a 

useless and dull initiative.The teacher is the one who plans,organizes and implements a didactic 

initiative, thus the extent of the learning initiative depends on his/her courage and imagination, 

beyond the subjects, inter or transdisciplinary. 

The new approach in education has four competences at its foundation,which are 

considered transdisciplinary competences:learning to know,learning to do,learning to live with 

the others,learning to be.The need for this new type of approach has the starting point in today’s  

socio-economical dymanic , to the digital outburst and the development of the new technologies 

which lead to the conclusion that structuring the information on a certain subject is outdated and 

the need to transfer knowledge is huge. 

J.Moffet pointed out that:’ the most powerful argument for transdisciplinarity is precisely 

the fact that life itself can’t be divided into subjects. Transdisciplinarity is what we can find 

between subjects and in the same time inside them,but also what we find beyond them.Its 

purpose is the understanding of the present world,creating ties between subjects and 

competences , which are usually created separately,inside different school subjects. 

The question which guides the transdisciplinary approach is ‚ How can we teach students 

so they can be better prepared for live?’ As an answer to this question, the modern pedagogy 

suggests the teaching-learning strategies used in the transdisciplinary approach. One of these is 

based project teaching-learning. 
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Call to play 

 

I have asked my students if they like Biology ,several times.In its typical way, this 

subject is beautiful,attractive, interesting, although it has a lot of new concepts, difficult to 

memorize.I can say that I have tried even the impossible to help my students study more easily 

the new theoretical concepts.Based on their curiosity I have tried to make them memorize the 

hard accesible knowledge and to form the necessary competences needed fot the context where 

they live. 

I am aware that the students have a full timetable with six classes a day.It is tiring to 

write and read for so many hours every day.Taking this into account,it is logical to answer the 

following question:” What can we,teachers do to support our students?”The pedagogical theory 

specify the fact that we have to arouse their curiosity ,their thirst for knowledge , to make them 

to be active participants during classes,to ease in a pleasant and accesible way, the process of 

learning.To the surprize of those who advocate for the tradional in the didactic approach the 

solution is not a new one. The game can combine all the aspects of education. 

In other words, one of the answers to these demands is gaming.For this reason, the 

approach that I am going to present has its own motto: Let’s play!This means that we include 

ludic in teaching-learning-evaluation activity in the secondary school. 

I think that integrating teaching games:”the tourmament of questions and statements” and 

the role play offers the student the possibility to fix and use  actively the already aquired 

knowledge. 

 

Transdisciplinary integrated project: The potato 

 

The example that I am going to propose represents an activity which has the purpose to 

assure the testing and the consolidation of students’ knowledge in a pleasant and relaxing 

way,but also  forming new skills.Of course, this approach requires cooperation with other 

teachers of other subjects, starting from an integrated theme,which the 6th graders will have to 

study at different subjects.The chosen theme was The potato.For the research I have worked 

together with English,Maths,History,Geography,and Technological Education 

teachers.Altogether we planned the activity and formed the teams. 

The first step was to give the students a questionnaire about eating potatoes.The 

questionnaire showed that 25 out of 27 students regularly eat potatoes. 20 students know the 

organic subtances and vitamins that the potaoes have.With the guidance of the Math teacher the 

students calculated the percentages, but also the graphic representation of the obtained 

information. 

The second step was the writing and solving of some math problems, based on the 

study,the graphic representation and the charts interpretation. 
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The third step presented the trip of the potato, from the USA to Europe and then to 

Romania. 

The fourth step was to identify the areas where potatoes are grown, especially in the 

Transilvania plateau. 

The fifth step was connected to contents which students study at Biology,concerning the 

plant,its functions, the relation with other plants and different curiosities about the potato. 

The six step of the project was the task the students had for the Technological Education 

class:recepies using as the main ingredient the potato. 

The final step of the project, which could be looked at as a conclusion, provided two 

plays,written and acted by students in which they highlighted the features of the plant.The plays 

were translated in English, along with the presentation flyers for the plays and the flyers with the 

benefits of eating potatoes. 

I consider that the students learned a lot of new things, having fun. Without taking 

account of the subjects, they browsed through information from 

Biology,History,Geography,Maths,Drama, having as a partner the ordinary potato. 

From the desire of keeping alive their experience during the implementation of the project the 

6th graders students structured their materials in a leaflet , entitled „The book of those who love 

potatoes”. If you skimm through it you can find learning experiences,starting from famous 

varieties of potatoes:white, red and purple. 

 


